
 

12 During Social Studies we started our study guide for our test this week.  We 
officially started our new unit in science called Microworlds.  We had fun trying to 
remember to draw a penny from memory and then we looked at it with our hand 
lenses.  During math we started our review for our math test this week.  We read 
the story, looked at the vocab, and practiced the skill that went with Lesson 13. 

13 We finished up our study guide today during Social Studies.  We had fun observing 
more objects in close detail.  During math we finished up our review for our math 
test tomorrow.  We talked about generalizations and conclusions during Language 
Arts and we also looked at regular verbs.  We had time today to continue to read 
Sisters Grimm. 

14 Social Studies was highly competitive today because we played a review game that 
was NOT on the computer!  We found out in science that a cylinder will not 
magnify objects unless it’s turned on its side.  Everyone worked very hard on the 
math test.  We continued to look at grammar and read more of our read aloud. 

15 We took our Social Studies test today and, again, everyone worked very hard.  
During science we were able to observe objects we brought from home and even 
had a short POP quiz!  Math was super hard today because we were doing order of 
operations with braces, brackets, and parentheses.  We looked at the last bit of 
grammar and then finished up the day with our read aloud. 

16 To wrap up Chapter 7 in Social Studies we wrote letters to someone about why we 
were choosing the southern colonies to live in.  We had fun in science starting to 
write stories about the time we became microscopic.  Math was much easier today 
because we were learning about coordinate planes.  We even got to play Battle 
Ship!  To end the day we took our Language Arts test and then gave our brains a 
break by listening to our read aloud. 

?s to ask 
your child 

Which colony did you write about in your letter?  Who did you make microscopic?  
What challenges happened in your story?  What are the steps to solve an order of 
operations problem?  Do you think Molly Hays was a hero? 

Upcoming: Social Studies: start chapter 8, NO Social Studies on the days of PSSA testing 
Language Arts:  start our poetry unit; PSSA testing on Tuesday-Thursday (refer to 
letter sent home earlier in the week) 
Science:  Earth Day activities; NO Science on the days of PSSA testing 
Math: continue to prep for math PSSAs 
Report Cards go live on Tuesday, April 20th at 4pm. 


